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Summary 
 
An excavation was undertaken on the site of the redevelopment of Dormitory 937 at RAF 
Lakenheath.  This site lies on the east side of the Norwich Road immediately north of the 1997 
cemetery site, ERL 104.  The excavation revealed a network of ditches apparently dating to the 
Roman and Saxon periods (both Early Anglo-Saxon and Middle Saxon pottery were recovered) 
as well as some pits.  The topography was undulating with natural sand-filled hollows evident 
across the site.  It is hoped to tie the results of this work in with the evidence found in the ERL 
104 excavation for Anglo-Saxon activity beyond the limits of the cemetery. 
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1. Introduction 
 
A small excavation was undertaken in advance of the redevelopment of Dormitory 937 at RAF 
Lakenheath.  The site lies at TL 7302 8050, at approximately 10m OD, within the built-up part 
of the air-base (Fig. 1).  Areas to the front and the rear of the existing building were chosen for 
excavation as these were threatened by development.  An area under tarmac on the east side of 
the existing building was left until the construction was finished, in order to leave the 
contractors with sufficient hard standing for material storage.  This area was examined as a 
monitoring at the end of the development contract. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1 Site location plan 
 
 
2. Background 
 
This site lies immediately north of a large Early Saxon cemetery excavated in 1997 (Fig. 2).  A 
network of ditches was found outside and crossing the cemetery; some of these appeared to be 
Early Saxon and possibly contemporary with the use of the cemetery.  Approximately 200m 
north-east of the site is the southern end of extensive and dispersed Early Saxon settlement, and 
c.300m to the east lies Middle Saxon occupation.  No previous archaeological work had been 
done on this site but its proximity to known sites suggested that there was high potential for the 
recovery of archaeological remains.  In particular it was hoped that further evidence for the 
nature of the land use around and beyond the cemetery would be uncovered. It was also hoped 
that evidence of occupation earlier, and possibly later, than the cemetery would be found and 
would further enhance the understanding of the historical development of this part of Ersiwell.  

The site 
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Figure 2 The site in relation to nearby sites 
 
 
3. Excavation Methodology 
 
The site was excavated in three individual areas (Fig. 3) totalling c.1045 m2 which were stripped by JCB with a 
ditching bucket to the top of the archaeological levels.  The underlying subsoil was revealed to be sand with deep 
undulations and hollows within it, which were filled with gleyed and water sorted sands.  This meant that the depth 
of overburden removed varied from 0.25m to 0.6m.  Sections were hand dug through the hollows to record the soil 
profiles and recover any finds.  Archaeological layers were cleaned, recorded and removed by hand.  All features 
were sectioned, up to 25% for ditches, and 50% to 100% for pits and postholes.  Black and white print and colour 
slide photographs were taken of all stages of the excavation.  Plans were drawn at 1:50 and sections at 1:20.  All 
finds were kept.  The site was recorded under the SMR number ERL 107. 
 
The site archive is stored in the Suffolk County Council archaeological store in Bury St Edmunds. 
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Figure 3  Location of the three excavated areas 
 
 
4. Factual data 
 

Record type Number Comment 
Context numbers 108 Recorded on standard SCC context sheets.  Nos. 0001-0108 
Soil sample sheets  5 Recorded on standard SCC soil sample sheets 
Small finds register 
sheets 

1 Standard SCC small finds sheets 

Small finds numbers 1 Recorded on standard SCC small finds sheets, no. 1000 
Site plans at 1: 50 4 Pencil plans of site 
Site plan at 1:250 1 Overall site plan, inked 
Section drawing sheets 3 Pencil section drawing sheets 
Section drawings 58 Pencil section drawings on sheets above 
Colour slide photographs 75 Onsite photographs, codes EEY 43 and EEZ 1-74 
Monochrome prints 65 Onsite photographs, codes EIF 5-25, EIH 1-8, 38, EII 3-37 
Levels   

Table 1. Catalogue of the Archive 

Monitored area 
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Figure 4 Overall site plan 
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5. Summary of phasing 
 
It is quite difficult to phase this site, only a few features contain datable material and there are no 
clear linking features between the three areas excavated (Fig. 4).  The ditch alignments vary little 
although spotdates suggest that they belong to different periods. Phasing is based on pottery 
dating, feature grouping, stratigraphy and feature fill.   
 
Five phases have been identified (Fig. 5), dating from the Mesolithic/Early Neolithic period to 
the post-medieval.  The phases are: 
 
Phase 1 Mesolithic/Early Neolithic comprising ancient soil layers surviving in the base of 

natural hollows. 
Phase 2 Early Roman – four parallel ditches at the south end of the site and two pits. 
Phase 3 Early Saxon.  One feature with a single Early Saxon find.  This could be residual 

in which case this phase does not exist.  
Phase 4 Middle Saxon.  This is the dominant phase on the site with several features 

containing small amounts of Middle Saxon pottery.  The presence of stratigraphic 
relationships between features in this group suggest that it may have been long-
lived. 

Phase 5 Post-medieval (not illustrated).  A soil layer with turf line that overlies all 
features is probably post-medieval and possibly quite recent (perhaps 
immediately predating the construction of the base in the late 1930’s). 
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Figure 5 Phase plans 
 
 

0102 
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Figure 6 Area A, site plan 
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Figure 7  Area B, site plan 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 8 Area C, site plan 
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6. Description 
 
The site was excavated in three individual areas that lay either side of the standing building (Fig. 
44).  Area A was the largest, running the full length of the building up to the Norwich Road, 
62m long by 10m wide (620m2).  Area B lay on the east side of the building at the south end and 
covered c.200m2.  Area C was an irregular shape at the north end of the east side of the building 
and covered an area of approximately 225m2.  The gap between the areas across the building 
varied between 13.5m and 17.5m and between Areas B and C it was 22.5m.  The features were 
mainly ditches, all but four of which were roughly E-W aligned, as well as four large pits, two 
hollows and ten small pits, postholes and spreads.   Subsoil was yellow sand and was found at 
0.3m in Area A, 0.25m in the north end of Area B, 0.6m in the south end of Area B and at 0.3m 
in Area C.   
 
6.1. Phase 1   Mesolithic/Early Neolithic 
There was a shallow, natural hollow, 0043, in the centre of Area A (Figs. 6 and 9), which was 
filled with grey sand up to  0.3m deep and covering an area c.18m long by the width of the 
trench, 10m.  Some of this was machined off but a section, 1.4m wide  by c.7m long,  was dug 
by hand through the centre of the hollow.  Thirty four flints were recovered from this and these 
have been dated to the Mesolithic or early Neolithic.   A second smaller section, 0052, produced 
a further two flints.  
 
A deeper hollow, 0029 (Figs. 6 and 12), 12.4m wide by a maximum of 0.8m deep was found on 
the western edge of Area A.  This was cut by two pits and several ditches and filled with banded 
grey and pale brown blown sands.  Although undated, this could also be Phase 1 if the pits that 
cut it, 0046 and 0076, (see below) belong to Phase 2.   
 
The ancient landscape of the Lakenheath area was one of sand dunes and natural hollows and 
there is evidence from elsewhere on the base of intense Mesolithic occupation.  It is probable 
that 0043 represents the base of one of these hollows with remnants of the Mesolithic occupation 
horizon surviving. 
 
 

 
Figure 9 Phase 1 section 
 
 
6.2. Phase 2   Early Roman 
This phase consists of four ditches and two pits.   
 
The ditches 0018, 0023, 0110 and 0111, were approximately E-W aligned (Figs 6 and 10), 
parallel, and adjacent at the southern end of Area A.  All the ditches were filled with grey sand 
and were between c.0.85m and 0.5m wide and 0.4m and 0.12m deep.  Early Roman pottery was 
recovered from ditches 0110 (fill 0020) and 0111 (fill 0021).   
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Pit 0076, which lay on the west edge of Area A (Figs. 6 and 12), cut hollow 0029, was cut by 
later ditches, and contained a small cattle skull.  The size of the skull may imply that it was a 
breed dating to the Late Iron Age/Early Roman period, therefore putting this pit into Phase 2.  
The plant macrofossil examination of sample 0075 from this pit revealed a high degree of 
mineralisation which might be the result of animal dung or sewage waste within the deposit. 
 
Pit 0046 (Figs. 6 and 12) which lies adjacent to 0076, also cut hollow 0029 but its relationship 
with the ditches was unclear.  Two small sherds of pottery, one Early Saxon from an upper fill 
and one Roman from a lower fill were recovered.  This may place 0046 within Phase 2 although 
the dating cannot be secure on this evidence.   
 
No other features could be dated to the Roman period although there were some additional 
residual sherds of Early Roman pottery recovered from other features. 
 

 
 
Figure 10 Phase 2 sections 
 
 
6.3. Phase 3   Early Saxon 
Only one feature, 0102, contained exclusively Early Saxon finds, a single sherd of abraded Early 
Saxon pottery.  0102, in Area C, (Figs 8 and 11) was ill-defined, 1.44m long, and heavily 
disturbed   It is quite possible that this find was residual and that this feature was later.  Only two 
sherds of Early Saxon pottery were recovered from the site. 
 

 
 
 
Figure 11 Phase 3 section 
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6.4. Phase 4  Middle Saxon 
This was the main phase on the site.  Most of the datable features belonged to this period, and 
stratigraphy, alignment and feature grouping allowed others to be allocated to it.   
 

6.4.1. Area A 
The dated features in Area A were: 
Pit 0069, c.3.1m wide by 1.5m deep, filled with grey sand, dark grey sand and a layer of chalky 
sand.  One sherd of Ipswich ware was recovered from a lower fill (0071), and it was cut by ditch 
0066 (Figs. 6 and 13). 
Ditch 0058, 1m wide by 0.25m deep and filled with pale brown sand.  This contained one sherd 
of Ipswich ware and cut ditch 0057 (Figs. 6 and 13). 
Spread 0038.  This was a possible hearth or fire pit consisting of an extensive spread of 
charcoally sand, 2.75m long by 0.6m wide and 0.25m deep, and containing one sherd of Ipswich 
ware.  The east edge was cut by a pipe trench and ditch 0053 cut through the middle of it (Figs. 6 
and 13). 
 
There are several undated ditches in Area A which have been phased as Middle Saxon because 
of similarities of alignment and fill, stratigraphic relationships with dated features and close 
grouping suggesting a possible common function. 
  

 

 
 
Figure 13 Phase 4, Area A, sections 
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All the ditches, 0011, 0056, 0065, 0066 and 0067 (Figs. 6, 12 and 13), grouped around ditch 
0058 have been tentatively put into the Middle Saxon phase because they appear to represent a 
series of recuts marking a single alignment.  Ditch 0066 could be seen to cut Middle Saxon pit 
0069 but no relationship was visible with the other features.  Ditch 0057 has also been included 
as stratigraphically it falls between 0056 and 0065 and is on a right-angled alignment.  Ditch 
0053 may also fall into a later sub-phase of Phase 4 although it is on a very slightly different 
alignment to 0011 et al. and is positioned a little way from the group.  However, it does cut ditch 
0057, suggesting at least the possibility that it can be included here.   
 

6.4.2. Area C 
In Area C (Figs. 8 and 14) the dated features were ditches 0089 and 0094, which were part of a 
group of recut E-W aligned ditches.  These were both quite small, 0.5m wide by 0.09m deep and 
0.52m wide by 0.14m deep respectively. Each contained a single sherd of Ipswich ware.  Ditch 
0089 had a eastern butt end and 0094 a western butt end which occurred at roughly the same 
point.  They may therefore be a part of the same ditch. 0094 was cut by 0088, from the top of 
which another sherd of Ipswich ware was recovered.   
 
The other ditches, 0091, 0104 and 0108 (Figs 8 and 14), grouped with 0094 and 0089 have been 
included in this phase as these seem to be part of the same collection of recut ditches.  Ditch 
0088 is also included as a single sherd of Middle Saxon pottery was recovered from the surface.  
It aligns at right angles to the other ditches and runs close to the point where both 0089 and 0091 
butt end, suggesting that they may be contemporary.   

 
Figure 14 Phase 4, Area C, sections 
 
 
6.5. Phase 5   Post-medieval 
This consists of ditch 0114 in Area B and soil layer 0002 in Area A.   
 
Ditch 0114 was 0.9m wide by 0.3m deep and filled with a dark grey silty sand (Fig. 15).  This 
had no finds except a fragment of a medieval or post-medieval pin.  0002  appears to be a buried 
topsoil with a clear turf line that seals all the features.  Much of the soil above it is disturbed so it 
is not possible to be precise about the dating, but it pre-dates the existing buildings and ground 
level.  The latter is thought to date back to at least the 1940’s when the base was enclosed, but it 
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may date back to any one of a number of  past sand-blows.  A single sherd of 17th century 
pottery was found. 

 
Figure 15 Phase 5, section 
 
6.6. Undated features 
There is a number of features that cannot be dated even by the fairly tenuous links used to date 
some of the other features. 
 

6.6.1. Area A 
There are several undated ditches in Area A.  0006, 0008, 0014, 0015 and 0028 at the north end 
and 0042 in the centre of the Area (Figs. 6 and 15).  All of these lie under the post-medieval soil 
layer, 0015 cuts 0014, and 0042 cuts the Phase 1 soil layer 0043, but none contained finds or had 
convincing links to phased features. 
 
All the postholes in Area A (Figs 6 and 15) are also undated, 0016, 0017, 0025, 0027 and 0039.  
All except 0039 had dark and charcoal rich sand fills, and varied between 0.36m and 0.94m in 
diameter and 0.08m and 0.2m deep.   0039 was 0.24m in diameter and 0.1m deep and filled with 
grey sand.  There was no spatial relationship between these to suggest a function. 
 

 
 
Figure 16 Undated feature sections, Area A 
 

6.6.2. Area B 
Ditch 0113 and pit 0081 were both undated (Figs 7 and 16).  0113 was 0.6m wide by 0.4m deep 
and had a similar fine grey sand-silt fill to that in ditch 0114 but there was nothing else to 
suggest any link. 0113 aligned best with the Middle Saxon ditches but was spatially too far from 
them to use this as a phasing aid.  0081 was a large pit 2.65m wide by 0.9m deep and filled with 
fine possibly blown sands.  Worked flints were recovered from it so this could be prehistoric. 
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Figure 17 Undated feature sections, Area B 
 

6.6.3. Area C 
There are two undated ditches, 0044 and 0087, and two undated pits 0092 and 0100 in Area C 
(Figs 8 and 17).  Finds of animal bone, worked flint and burnt flint were recovered from the 
bottom of 0044 but unfortunately none of this is datable.  0087 was a small gully that faded out 
to the north-west and contained three burnt flints.  Both pits had heavy animal disturbance and 
flints and burnt flints were recovered from each.  This presence of flints and burnt flints may 
imply that these are prehistoric but the material could equally be residual in later features.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 18 Undated feature sections, Area C 
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7. The Finds 
Sue Anderson 
 
7.1. Introduction 
A summary of finds quantities from this excavation is presented in Table 2 below.  A full 
quantification by context is presented in Appendix 2a. 
 

Find type No. Wt/kg 
Pottery 53 0.282 
Animal bone 319 2.669 
Fired clay 18 0.023 
Worked flint 177 1.543 
Burnt flint/stone 57 0.543 
Fe slag 1 0.001 
Charcoal 1 - 
Copper alloy 1 0.001 
Iron 5 0.043 

Table 2. Finds quantities 
 
7.2. Pottery 
7.2.1. Roman pottery by Cathy Tester 
Introduction 
A total of 33 sherds of Roman pottery weighing 189 grams was recovered from this site and 
accounts for just over two-thirds of the total pottery assemblage.  A summary of the fabric 
quantifications (including post-Roman and unidentified) is presented in Table 3 and the full 
listing by context is included in Appendix 2b. 
 
 

Fabric code No % No. Wt/g % wt 
Black surfaced wares BSW  12 22.6 45 16.0 
Grey micaceous wares GM  1 1.9 1 0.4 
Grey micaceous wares-black GMB  9 17.0 86 30.5 
Misc. sandy grey wares GX  8 15.1 52 18.4 
Misc oxidised coarsewares RX  2 3.8 4 1.4 
East Gaulish samian SA EG  1 1.9 1 0.4 
total Roman fabrics  33 62.3 189 67.1 
Prehistoric fabrics preh  1 1.9 12 4.3 
Misc. Unknown  fabrics UNK  7 13.2 7 2.5 
Total Post-Roman fabrics (see Table 4) 12 22.6 74 26.2 
Total Pottery  53 100.00 282 100.00 

Table 3.  Pottery quantification 
 
Methodology 
The spot dating record consists of a catalogue of fabrics and forms present on a context by context basis backed up 
by quantification of fabrics by sherd count and weight. 
 
Roman wares were classified using the type series devised for recording Roman pottery at Pakenham (unpublished).  
This is standard for recording Roman pottery in Suffolk.  Use of the same methodology ensures that even small 
groups will have potential to contribute quantified information to the study of the region’s pottery supply and use. 
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The pottery 
Most of the Roman pottery from this site came from two parallel ditches 0020 and 0021.  The 
rest of it consisted of small abraded sherds which were probably intrusive in four contexts and 
residual in one other. 
 
Six Roman fabrics or fabric groups were identified and they consist of a single sherd of samian 
imported from East Gaul (mid-2nd to mid-3rd c.) and local or regional coarsewares which include 
micaceous black-surfaced Wattisfield type wares,  Miscellaneous Sandy grey wares, Black-
surfaced wares and Oxidised wares. 
 
The only closely identifiable or datable forms were two carinated and cordoned jars with late 1st 
or early 2nd century dates from Ditch 0021. 
 
This small group of Roman pottery provides little other than broad dating evidence.  
 

7.2.2. Post-Roman pottery 
Introduction 
A total of 12 sherds weighing 0.073 kg was assessed.  Quantification by fabric is shown in Table 
4, and a more detailed listing by context is included in Appendix 2b. 
 

Fabric Code No % No Wt/g % Wt 
Early Saxon Quartz Tempered Ware ESQT 2 16.7 15 20.5 
Gritty Ipswich Ware GIPS 8 66.7 53 72.6 
Thetford-type Ware THET 1 8.3 3 4.1 
Speckle-Glazed Ware SPEC 1 8.3 2 2.7 
Total post-Roman  12  73  

Table 4. Post-Roman pottery quantification by fabric 
 
Methodology 
Quantification was carried out using both sherd count and weight.  EVEs were not measured as part of the 
assessment.  A full quantification by fabric is available in the archive, as are full fabric descriptions.  Recording uses 
a system of letters for fabric codes (similar to that employed in London and Lincoln), together with number codes to 
enable ease of sorting in database format.  Data was input into Access 2.0. 
 
Pottery by period 
Early Saxon pottery 
Two sherds were identified as Early Saxon based on the hardness of the sandy fabric.  Both were 
handmade and could be possibly of Iron Age or Early Medieval date.  No diagnostic rim sherds 
were present. 
 
Middle Saxon pottery 
The majority of post-Roman pottery from the site was Ipswich Ware, including one jar rim and 
several girth-grooved body sherds.  All were in the ‘gritty’ fabric. 
 
Post-medieval pottery 
One speckle-glazed redware body sherd of 17th century date was found. 
 
Pottery by context 
Post-Roman pottery was collected from eleven contexts including unstratified layers, ditch fills 
and other features.  These are shown in Table 5. 
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Context Feature Fabric No. Wt/g  Date 
0035 U/S GIPS, THET? 2 8  Unstrat. 
0038 Fire pit? GIPS 1 3  Msax 
0060 Ditch 0058 GIPS jar rim 1 11  Msax 
0071 Layer 0069 GIPS 1 12  Msax 
0080 Ditch ESQT (or IA?) 1 3  Esax? 
0089 Ditch GIPS 1 4  Msax 
0090 Ditch 0094? GIPS 1 5  Msax 
0095 Surface finds GIPS 1 11  Msax 
0099 Finds (ditch 

0088) 
GIPS 1 3  Msax 

0102 Feature ESQT (or EMW) 1 12  Esax? 
0107 Trench SPEC 1 2  17th c. 

Table 5. Post-Roman fabrics by location and feature. 
 
Discussion and potential for further analysis 
The presence of Ipswich Ware in some of the earliest features on the site was unexpected and the 
assemblage is of value in suggesting Middle Saxon activity in the area.  However, this is a small 
group of pottery and little more would be learnt from further analysis. 
 
7.3. Fired clay 
Small abraded fragments of fired clay were found in 0027, 0034, 0057, 0092, and 0096.  All 
were too small for fabric analysis. 
 
7.4. Metalworking waste 
One small fragment of ?iron slag was found in 0034. 
 
7.5. Miscellaneous 
One small fragment of unidentified burnt material was collected from 0043, and a small 
fragment of charcoal was found in 0069. 
 
7.6. Metalwork 
Five iron objects were found in four contexts.  Nails were found in 0007 and 0080, a fragment of 
sheet came from 0008, and 0033 produced an unidentified lump and a short curved fragment of 
wire.  This material may be more easily identifiable following radiographic study. 
One copper alloy small find (1000) was collected.  This wire fragment was curved at one end 
and was probably a homemade buckle or brooch pin of medieval or post-medieval date. 
 
7.7. Flint 
Worked flint was collected from 37 contexts.  The majority of pieces were unpatinated and 
patinated flakes, but there were also several tools as shown in Table 6.  A full quantification is 
presented in Appendix 2c. 
 

Flint type Unpatinated Patinated 
Flake 66 53 
Core 1 8 
Scraper 1 1 
Blade 15 29 
Utilised 
flake 

1 1 

Microlith 1  
Table 6. Flint numbers by type 
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The relatively high proportion of patinated and partially patinated material in this assemblage 
probably indicates a Mesolithic component.  In particular, contexts 0041, 0043 and 0099 
produced large quantities of patinated flakes and tools, including eleven blades in 0043.  These 
groups are probably of Late Mesolithic or Early Neolithic date. 
 
Burnt flints were collected from twenty contexts, all in small quantities.  The largest group was 
from 0003, which produced seven examples.  With the exception of four contexts in which only 
this material was found, all pieces were associated with worked flint. 
 
7.8. Animal bone by Alexis M. Willett 

7.8.1. Introduction 
A total of 319 animal bone fragments, weighing 2.669 kg, was recovered from 23 contexts.  The 
condition of the bone is generally crumbly and very fragmentary, although many of the 
fragments join together.  Many of the bone surfaces have root damage. 
 

7.8.2. Methods 
All fragments were examined by eye and, for each taxon, were assessed in terms of skeletal elements, total numbers 
and weights and signs of immaturity, pathology, cutmarks and any other observations.  The results were recorded on 
SCCAS faunal remains forms and entered into a Microsoft Access 2.0 database.  A full list of the data recorded is 
available in the archive.  References used for identification and were Hillson (1992), Schmid (1972) and von den 
Drisch (1976).  
 

7.8.3. Results 
Of the total number of fragments in this assemblage approximately 24% were deemed to be 
unidentifiable but they only constitute 2% of the total weight.  Eight taxon categories were 
identified in this assemblage, although four of these are broad groupings in order to narrow 
down the classification of those fragments that were not readily identifiable.  The broad groups 
can be defined as: 
 
large mammal an animal the size of cattle / equid / large deer; 
medium mammal an animal the size of sheep /goat / pig / small deer; 
small mammal an animal the size of a cat or smaller; 
bird  the species of bird could not be identified. 
 
Table 7 shows the summary quantification for each taxon and a list by context is included in 
appendix 2d. 
 

Taxa Total number % of total Total weight in g % of total 
cattle (Bos taurus) 21 6.5 1766 66.2 
pig (Sus scrofa) 24 7.5 61 2.3 
sheep/goat (Ovi-caprid) 27 8.4 10 negligible 
rabbit/hare (Lepus) 2 negligible 4 negligible 
large mammal 146 45.7 710 26.6 
medium mammal 19 6.0 80 3.0 
small mammal 2 negligible 2 negligible 
bird 1 negligible 1 negligible 
unidentifiable 77 24.1 35 1.3 
Totals 319  2669  

Table 7. Summary of quantification by taxa 
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7.8.4. Taxa composition 
The most abundant taxon in terms of weight is that of cattle accounting for 66.2% of the total.  
The large mammal category is the next largest group with 26.6%.  The large mammal group 
accounts for a much bigger proportion of the total number however, with 45.7%.  Relatively 
small numbers of the other animals are present, including cattle with only 21 fragments,  and 
only a small range of taxa occurs in this assemblage as a whole.  The minimum number of 
individuals has not been calculated for this site due to the small sample size but it is evident that 
only a few animals were present as many of the fragments actually join together as they are from 
the same bone, thus same individual. 
 

7.8.5. Data by context 
Table 8 shows the total fragment numbers and weights by context with the greatest weight first.. 
 

Context Identifier Date Total number Total weight in g 
0075 Layer  8 881 
0071 Layer Msax 12 509 
0086 Finds  24 299 
0069 Feature  12 244 
0033 Layer Esax? 33 213 
0031 Layer  31 107 
0038 Fire pit? Msax 81 85 
0057 Ditch  34 82 
0084 Layer – pit  4 81 
0047 Ditch fill Rom 1 73 
0030 Layer/spread  12 37 
0068 Pit  5 26 
0034 Layer  12 8 
0085 Layer ? 3 4 
0009 Fill  5 4 
0043 Section Meso/Eneo? 2 4 
0048 Ditch fill  1 3 
0060 Ditch section Msax 2 2 
0061 Ditch section  11 2 
0010 Fill  6 2 
0099 Finds Msax 1 1 
0025 Pit/hearth?  12 1 
0044 Ditch  7 1 
Totals   319 2669 

Table 8. Summary of quantification by context, in descending order of weight. 
 
The primary characteristic of the sample recovered from layer 0075 is a near-whole cattle skull 
which explains the greatest amount of bone, in terms of weight, being from this context.  The 
skull was measured where possible in order to establish whether it could be a ‘Celtic’ breed thus 
suggesting an Iron Age date for the feature.  The measurements taken were dictated by the 
preservation of the skull, where measurement points had survived. 
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Measurements taken from von den Driesch (1976, 27-29) were applied and the results are shown 
in Table 9: 
 
Description von den Driesch No. Measurement in mm 
Greatest breadth of the occipital condyles 26 90 
Least frontal breadth 32 150 
Greatest frontal breadth 33 178 
Greatest height of occipital region 40 139 
Least height of occipital region 41 106 

Table 9. Cattle skull measurements 
 
The measurements are generally relatively small and could therefore imply an Iron Age breed 
although the measurements available are not the most conclusive and the individual could be a 
small castrate. 

 
Layer 0071 produced the second largest amount of animal bone in terms of weight with 509 
grams, 19.1% of the total assemblage.  Feature 0069 and layer 0033 yielded similar amounts, 
accounting for 9.1% and 8% respectively.  The context with the greatest number of fragments 
(81) is fire pit 0038 which produced less than 4% of the total weight of the animal bone 
collection.  The majority of contexts had just a few small fragments of bone in each. 
 

7.8.6.  Observations 
Immaturity 
By examining the stages of epiphyseal fusion and skeletal development it was noted that a small 
number of bone fragments in this assemblage appear to be from animals that were immature at 
the time of death.  The taxa represented by the immature fragments are cattle, large mammal and 
medium mammal. 
 
Gnaw marks 
A very small number of cattle and large mammal bones display evidence of gnawing suggesting 
a period of exposure before burial. 
 
Cut marks 
The cattle skull from layer 0075 shows deep chopping cut marks close to the occipital region 
and fainter, longer cuts across the top of the frontal bone.  Only a few of the rest of the bone 
fragments have cut marks and most of those that are apparent are very faint and short in length, 
suggesting knife marks.  Chopping marks are also present on one large mammal femur fragment. 
 
Charring evidence 
Three sheep/goat mandible fragments are white from heat exposure.   
 
Pathology 
No significant pathology was observed on any of the fragments. 
 

7.8.7. Discussion 
The small quantity of animal bone comprising this assemblage, along with the small number of 
taxa and the random distribution of the fragments, points towards small-scale food waste rather 
than a site concerned with farming, high consumption or a butchery for example.  However, 
dated contexts containing animal bone range from prehistoric to the Middle Saxon period and it 
is not possible to generalise about each phase from this small group. 
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7.9.  Plant macrofossils by Val Fryer 
Introduction 
Small-scale excavations at R.A.F. Lakenheath revealed features of Roman to Middle Saxon date 
including a pit and a possible fire pit. Individual samples were taken from each of the above 
features for the extraction of the plant macrofossil assemblages. 
 

Methods 
The samples were processed by manual water flotation/washover, collecting the flots in a 500 micron mesh sieve. 
The dried flots were scanned under a binocular microscope at magnifications up to x16, and the plant macrofossils 
and other remains noted are listed on Table 10. Unless otherwise stated, plant remains were preserved by charring.  
 
The non-floating residues were collected in a 1mm mesh sieve and sorted when dry. Artefacts/ecofacts were not 
present. 
 

Results of assessment 
Plant macrofossils and other remains 
Sample 0038 was from a layer associated with a possible fire pit of Middle Saxon date. The 
assemblage contained only charcoal, with ring porous fragments being predominant. Sample 
0075 was from the lower fill of a pit which is, at present, undated. Small charcoal fragments 
were again present, but mineralised remains, including indeterminate concretions and mineral 
replaced stem fragments, were predominant. No further plant remains or other material types 
were recovered from either sample. 
 

Conclusions 
The assemblage from 0038 may be associated with in situ burning within a fire pit, although the 
apparent high temperatures of combustion have destroyed all but the charcoal fragments. The 
material from within sample 0075 (from pit 0076) is somewhat unusual. It is not known at 
present whether the high degree of mineralisation is a result of natural processes or 
contamination with phosphate rich material such as sewage waste or animal dung. 
 
 
 

Sample No. 0038 0075 
Plant macrofossils - - 
Charcoal <2mm xxx x 
Charcoal >2mm xx  
Mineral replaced root/rhizome/stem xx  
Other material - - 
Mineralised concretions  xxx 
Mineralised soil concretions xxx  
Sample volume (litres) c.5 c.5.5 
Volume of flot (litre) 0.1 0.2 
% flot sorted 100% 50% 
Table 10. Plant macrofossils and other remains. 

Key to Table: x = 1 – 10 specimens     xx = 10 – 100 specimens     xxx = 100+ specimens 
 
7.10. Summary of finds evidence 
Artefactual evidence from this site suggests intermittant small-scale activity.  There is some 
suggestion of a Mesolithic presence based on the small quantity of patinated worked flint.  Small 
quantities of prehistoric pottery of uncertain date were also found.  The Roman material 
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indicates that the main phase of occupation in this period was in the late 1st to 2nd centuries, but 
the small amount of finds would suggest that activity was not intensive.  Small quantities of 
Early Saxon (or possibly Iron Age) pottery were recovered, but most were small and abraded and 
could have reached the site through rubbish dispersal rather than occupation.  The most 
important aspect of this finds assemblage is the presence of Middle Saxon pottery, a group 
which is large enough in quantity and dispersal to suggest an area of occupation previously 
unknown at this period. 
 
8. Monitoring 
 
Following the completion of the main building works, the tarmac surface east of the excavation 
(Fig. 3) areas was removed and new car parking laid.  This work had already been started when 
the monitoring was undertaken.  Hard-core had been laid on the north-east half of the carpark at 
the time of monitoring but apparently the original sub-base was not completely removed thus 
preserving any surviving archaeological horizon.  The newly laid hardcore was removed over the 
area of a single, c.10m long machine trench and this confirmed the presence of remnants of the 
original sub-base.   
 
The south-western half had been stripped of tarmac and most of the depth of the sub-base, 
although a thin covering remained over most of the site.  The excavation evidence has 
demonstrated that archaeological deposits lie at more than 50cm below ground level at this end 
and therefore it is unlikely that these were disturbed.   
 
9.  Discussion 
 
The phasing of this site is problematic.  Few features had more than one or two sherds of pottery 
which has meant that phasing has been based on evidence that is really inconclusive.  In addition 
it was not possible to trace features between the areas, with the result that the excavation has had 
to be treated as three separate sites rather than a single one, thus reducing the potential for secure 
phasing. 
 
The discovery of a small area of a probable Mesolithic deposit is significant and demonstrates 
how, even in developed areas of the base, traces of this important occupation can survive. This 
also gives insight into the extent of the natural dune and hollow landscape that is known to exist 
further to the north on the airfield.   
 
Although the Roman pottery was the largest assemblage, it appears to represent quite minimal  
occupation consisting of a group of ditches and two pits.  However, although early Roman 
occupation is very common on certain parts of the base it is less common here where the main 
activity of the surrounding areas is Early and Middle Saxon.  This site lies 300m to the south-
east of the nearest known contemporary activity and as such helps to establish the extent of 
Roman occupation.   
 
At the outset of the excavation it was hoped that features might be found to augment the 
information about the landscape surrounding the nearby Early Saxon cemetery ERL 104, but 
only two features could be dated to the Early Saxon period and that phasing is tentative.  The 
Middle Saxon features are the most informative on this site, and whilst the pottery quantities are 
small, they would be consistent with deposits within field systems surrounding a settlement.  
Although no Middle Saxon buildings have yet been found on the base, intense activity likely to 
represent settlement has been found 400m to the east of this site (ERL 116).  Two ditches cut the 
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Early Saxon cemetery soon after its disuse but contained no other dating evidence and these lie 
on a 90 degree alignment to the Middle Saxon ditches on this site.  It is therefore possible that 
these form part of an agricultural field system lying to the west of the main settlement.   
 
10.  Assessment of Potential for Analysis 
 
It was originally thought that this site would lend itself to several of the research aims for the 
main cemetery sites, however the absence of apparently contemporary features reduces the value 
of this site in terms of the context of the cemeteries.  Neverthless the presence of Middle Saxon 
occupation is interesting, and in conjunction with the examination of the possible Middle Saxon 
features from cemetery site ERL 104, further analysis of this phase has the potential to 
contribute to research aim 2.3.3 ‘To establish the land-use after the Early Saxon period and 
characterise any occupation’ (Caruth, in prep).  It is recommended that no further work is 
necessary on the other phases as it is unlikely to contribute further to our understanding of 
occupation on the base at the present time. 
 
11. Costings 
 
A maximum of 1 day for SPO, 0.5 day for illustration, £50 max for Xraying the 5 iron objects 
and one small find. . 
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Appendix 1 CONTEXT LIST 1

opno feat comp location identifier description cuts cutby over under plan SS sect. Sa fi photos small finds spotdate phase

0001 Finds Unstratifiedfinds y

0002 0002 A Layer Blacksandlayerpresentin varyingdegreesof preservation acrossthe site. Overliescoarseorange-brown EEZ70-73
sand

0003 0002 A Layer Area of 0002 at N. end of site, contains flints. 0026 0004 y EIF5-7

0004 A Finds Findsfromcleaningdownto 0003, brown/grey sandremovedin general?mod,some flint. 0003 y

0005 0002 A Layer Layer nfblack sand (0002) further south than 0003. Flints recovered. Not machined off here as sample 0006 y
overliesditches0006 & 0008. Excavated withtrowel. 100% Buriedturfline. 0008

0006 0006 A Ditch Ditch (component No.) Northern of3 E-W aligned ditches. W ~ 70cm x IF44cm 0005 EIF8

0007 0006 A Ditch fill Even greylbrown sand fill of ditch 0006 where double ditch section dug in ditch 0008. Animal bone. y

0008 0008 A Ditch Component No. for ditch south of 0006, shallow and flat-based. W~ 1I2cm x D ~ 16/20cm 0005 y EIF8

0009 0008 A Ditch fill Brown sand fill of shallow flat-bottomed ditch S. of 0007. y

0010 0008 A Ditch fill Brown sand fill of ditch 0008 east of 0009. Animal bone. y EIF9

0011 0011 A Ditch Component No. for ditchE-Walignedon 20m gridline. ElF 10 4

0012 0011 A Ditch fill Smooth,fine grey-brown sandcontaining bone andflint (see revisedsection& photo)edges notproperly 32 y EEZ2, EIIl8
identifiedat first. Deep squarebasal cut.

0013 0002 A Layer Black sand on E edge offront site. Part of 0002. y

0014 0014 A Ditch Brownmottledditch, bowl cut into yellow sand.No finds, some animaldisturbance. W~ 32cm x IFIOcm 0015 EEZ74, EIFII

0015 0015 A Ditch Shallowditch,curvedsides,too shallowto section.Greyfill, cut intoyellow sand. 0014

0016 0016 A Posthole Flat-bottomed postholecut intogrey sandwith blackorganicfill andsandwithsome charcoal. A brown EEZ37, EIFI3
ringsurrounds the feature abouthalf-wayup. W= 36cm x D=8cm

0017 0017 A Feature? Darkfeature, comprising of peat/charcoal andsand.A brownringsurrounds baseof feature which is cut Y EEZ36, EIFI2
intolightbrownsand.Thefeatureis flat-bottomed. Cutsnatural greysand.Some animaldisturbance.
Method: trowel W~ 94cm x D~ l Scm

0018 0018 A Ditch E-W aligned ditch with mid greylbrown sand fill, gets narrower and butt ends on E side of site (0019). EEZ38, EIFI4
Clearly defined, sharp edges, set into orange/yellow natural. Modern small pit at top and animal burrow,
otherwiseundisturbed. Method: trowel W~ 86cm x IF35cm

0019 0018 A Ditch fill Butt end ofE-W ditch (East) filled with mid greylbrown sand. 16 EEZ36, EIFI5

0020 0110 A Ditch fill Grey sand fill of ditch at S edge of site ( no cut No. until tied in or not to ditch on other side of building) 5,33 y EEZ46, 54, EIF22 Rom
Next to 0021. Pottery. Method: trowel. W ~ 30cm (basal cut) c. 80cm total x IF 39cm

0021 0111 A Ditch fill Grey sand fill of ditch at S. end of site, immrnediately N of 0020. Pottery. Method: trowel W ~ 34, y EEZ46, 54, EIF22 Llst-E2nd c.
separate cutc. 85cm totalx D = 32cm

0022 01100111 A Finds Finds from ditch fills of 0020 and 0021. Recovered during machining and not attributable to one or the y EEZ46, 54, EIF22 Erom
other. Pottery. Method: trowel W ~ 134cm

0023 0023 A Ditch Shallow grey sand-filled ditch cut into orange sand, N of 002 I. W ~ 50cm x IF 12cm 19 EEZ44, EIF20

0024 0018 A Ditch fill Section through ditch (No 0018 on section sheet) with grey sand fill cut into orange sand. 24 EEZ43, EIFI9

0025 0025 A Pit/hearth? Small pit, filled with black sand and charcoal. Contained cow teeth and burnt flint. Cuts nattnal grey sand. IQ Y Y EEZ41, EIFI7
W~56 x D~20

0026 A Finds Findsfromshovel scraping under0003. 0003 y

0027 0027 A Posthole? Shallow feature, filled with black sand dug into grey/orange sand, unfired (?) clay fragments. Method: 4 y EEZ46, EIFI6
trowel. 50%ex W = 64cm max x D = 8em

0028 0028 A Ditch Ditchrunning E-W filledwith fine yellow-greysand40x20cm, muchcut by animaldisturbance. Method: 18 EEZ42, EIFI8
trowel. 50%ex. W= 44cm x D= 20cm
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0029

0030

0031

0032

0033

0034

0035

0036

comp

0029

0046

0046

0046

0046

0046

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Hollow

Spread

Feature fillllayer

Feature fill/layer

Feature fill

Feature fill

Finds

Disturbance

description

Hollow filled in several blown sand layers on Wedge of site, cut by feature 0046.

Spread of chalk in upper fill of feature 0046. Only present in one area hut quite thin and with no definable
shape.

Grey/brown sand layer-upper fill of 0046.

Brown sand with chalk flecks and frags. Over and around 0030.

Mid to dark brown sand under 0031, containing animal bone, pot etc.

Charcoally grey sand spread within 0033. Animal bone and fired clay

Unstratified fmds from area of 0029.

Animaldisturbance northof 0028, lightbrownsand,small piece of Samianrecovered

0046
0057?

0032

0033

0030

0047 0031

0047

41

41

y

y

y

y

y

y

fi photos

EEZ50, 57-61

EEZ45, EIF21

small finds spotdate phase

Esax?

L2nd-M3rd c.

0037

0038

0039

0040

0041

0042

0043

0044

0045

0046

0047

0048

0049

0050

0051

0052

0053

0054

0055

0056

0037

0038

0039

0043

0043

0042

0044

0023

0046

0046

0046

0046

0018

0042

0112

0054

0112

0056

A

A

A

C

C

A

A

C

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Feature

Hearth?

Posthcle?

Finds

Finds

Ditch

Section

Ditch

Ditchsection

Ditch butt end/pit

Feature fill

Feature fill

Feature fill

Ditch fill

Ditch fill

Layer

Ditchsection

Ditch

Ditchsection

Ditch

Shallowblack/greyfeature. No identifiable shape.Some bone on surface,cut intonatural grey sand.
Method: trowel

Fire pit? Dark spread on surface. The pit fill contained a layer of brown/grey sand flecked with charcoal.
Below was a thick layer of charcoal. Bone and pot from the brown fill, cut into natural grey sand. W~

58cmx~ 18cm

Posthole filled with grey sand. W ~ 24cm x De l Ocm

Findsfrommachining, 2 flints, 1 pot sherd, foundon surface(NE segment).See SNB forsketchplanof
theseandadjacent finds

Finds from machining, flints found to the north of 0040. See SNB for sketch plan of these and adjacent
fmds

Ditch filled with lightbrown/greysandcut into yellow sand. W= 52cm x D= 18cm

Sectionthrough slighthollow in centreof site, greysandoverlyingreddish sandwithmuchanimalactivity.
Flintsrecoveredthroughout sand.

Ditchcut into yellow sandfilled withmidbrownsandfleckedwithcharcoal. All finds,bone, flintand
burnt flint,were locatedalongthebottomof the feature. W=60cmx D= 26cm

Sectionof ditch0023, shallowestareabeforeit comes to an end. Greysandfill with a few charcoal flecks,
cut into orangesand.(17x8cm). Method: trowel

Cuts hollow 0029, contains layers 0030-0034 & 0047-9. Could be ditch butt end as edge can be seen
cuttingandatbaseof 0029, butcouldbe elongatedpit. Seems definitelyto be a laterfeature, see 0076.
Widthdifficultto be preciseaboutbutc. 2m x D= 70cm

Layer of grey/green-brown sand under 0033 & 0034. Smooth even silly texture, over primary fill 0048.

Layer of grey sand fill in base of 0046, under 0047 and 0049.

Layer of slightly darker grey-brown sand between 0047 and 0048 on S side offeature 0046.

Sectionof ditch0018 at Wedge of site. Grey/brown sandfill, v-shapedin profile.

Section through 0042, with pale grey sand fill on Wedge of site, cuts natural grey sand. Pot sherd.

Greysandsameas that in 0043, contained 2 flint flakes, 1 burnt flintandbumtquartz.

Lightbrownsandfilled V-shapedsectionof ditch0112, cut intoyellow sandnatural, see also 0055,
0061. W~ 42cm x D~15cm

Lightbrownfill cut into yellow sand. W=28cm x D = 7cm

Shallowditchsectioneastof 0053. Getsshallowertowardseast.Lightbrownfill cuttingyellow natural.

SE-NW section. Between ditch 0011 and 0065. W~ 45cm x D~ 35cm

0029

0038
0057

0061&
Mod
trench

0092

0048

0048, 0033/4
0049

0046 0047,
0049

0048 0047

4

1,2

11

17

20

27

12

15

41

41

41

14

!3

22

21

23

26

y y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

EEZ47-49,51,
EIF23-25

EEZ52

EEZI9, EIl30

EEZ53

EEZ56, E1l4

EEZ55, EIl3

EEZ57-61, Ell5-8

EEZ20

EEZ62, E1l9

EEZ63, EIl\O

EEZ64, EIl\ 1

EEZ65, EIIl2

EEZ66, EB!3

Msax

Rom

Preh?

MesolEneo

Rom

Rom

4

4

4

Ditchcut intonatural sand,see also numbers 0059 & 0060.

Ditch,running NW-SE, filled withgrey/brown sand,frequent animal disturbance. W= 140cmx D=46cm.

Sectionthrough light brownsandfill 0[0058 cut into orangesand.Someanimaldisturbance. W= Im x
~25cm

0057

0058

0059

-
0057

0058

0058

-
A

A

A

-
Ditch

Ditch

Ditchsection

- - - - - - - - - - -
25,34

28

-
y

-
EEZ67, EIl\4

EEZ68, EIl\5

- - -
4

- -
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0060

comp

0058 A Ditch section

description

Sectionthrough ditch0058, lightbrownsandfill with stones,bottomis not uniform, cut intoorangesand
andchalk at one end.

cuts cutby over under plan SS sect. Sa

31 y

fi photos

EEZI

small finds spotdate phase

Msax

0061

0062

0063

0064

0065

0066

0067

0068

0069

0070

0071

0064

0068

0069

0064

0069

0112

0067

0065

0066

0067

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Ditchsection

Ditchsection

Finds

Sectiondrawing

Ditch

Ditch

Ditch

Pit

Pit

Finds

Feature fill

Bowl-shapedditch,filled with lightbrownsandcut intoyellow natural. Cutby modernpipetrench. Cuts
0038. Some bonefoundin ditch,possiblymixing from0038.

Shallowditchsection- lightbrownsandfill cut intoorangenatural. Bottomis flat anduniform. Length
dug west of pit 0069. W~ 18cm x IF 5cm

Findsfromshovel scraping in central areaof thesite- over severalditchesetc.

Section through ditches 0065,0066,0067 and features 0068 and 0069.

E-W aligned ditch S of 0056. Pale grey and very pale brown streaky fill including layer of fine weather
deposited sands. Ditch must have been open. Cuts feature 0068. Appears to cut 0057. W= 75cm x D=
18cm

Ditch parallel to and S of 0065. Similar fills, but smaller feature. Pale grey and very pale hrown streaky
sand. Cuts 0069. Appears to cut 0057. W ~ 40cm x IF 12cm

Shallow,smoothorange-grey-brown sandfill. Rounded profilesameas 0062. Relationship to 0069
unclear. Appears to be cut by 0066 and 0065

Pit,cut by ditch0065, appears to cut0069, variousgrey sandandironpanlayers.No finds.

Pit on section 0064. Cut by 0066 and unclear relationship to 0067. Looks to be cut by 0068. W~ 31Ocm x
IF 150cm.

Findsfromsurfaceduringexcavationof section0064, eitherfrom0069 or 0067.

Darkgrey sandlayertowardsbaseof feature 0069. Findsfromthis.

0038,
0073

0068
00571

0069
00571

0065
0066

0069 0065

0066,
0068

Mod
pipe
trench

29

30

1,3 34,51

1,3 34,51

34

1,3 34,48

34

y

y

y

y

y

y

EEZ69, E1l16

EEZI, E1l17

EEZ3,4, E1l19

EEZI7

Rom

Msax

0072 A Modemdisturbance Thoughtto be a ditch,butv. shallow,greysandfill, cut downintoyellow sandnatural. probably associated 0073
with double pipe trench. Cuts 0073.

35 EEZ5, EII21

0073

0074

0038

0074

A

A

Pit

Section

A blackspreadcomprising charcoal andbumtsand.Seems to be a largeshallowpit cutby 0061. pipe
trench and 0072. Probably also part of 0038. W~ 150cm x IF25cm

Large section through 0029 and all ditches.

0061, 35
0072,
pipe

1,237,38

EEZ5, EIl21

EEZ6-13, E1l22
25

0075

0076

0077

0078

0079

0076 0074

0076 0074

0113

0113

0114

A

A

B

B

B

Pit fill

Pit

Ditchsection

Ditchsection

Ditchsection

Lowerlayerofcharcoal/peaty/dark greysilty sand, slightlywaterlogged, in 0076. Animalskullandflint.

Large pit, cut by ditches in trench 0074. Many layers, various grey/brown sand fills. Finds only recovered
from black peaty silt fill 0075 near base. Deep pit. See sections 0074. Section seems to show 0057 cutting
top of pit andpit cuttingditch0011. W=410cm atthe topnarrowing to 180cmx 144cmdeep

Sand-filled ditch section. W~ 60cm x IF 42cm

Fine grey sand fill of ditch 0113. W ~ lm x D~ 15cm

0011
0056
0057

Y Y

1,2 37,38 Y

36

53

EEZ6-13, E1I22
25

EEZI4, 15, EII26

EII27

EII28

0080

0081

0082

0083

0084

0085

0086

0087

0088

0114

0081

0081

0081

0069

0029

0029

0088

B

B

B

B

A

A

A

C

C

Ditchsection

Hollow/pit

Layer

Layer

Layer - pit

Layer

Finds

Ditch

Ditch

Dark grey silty sand. Contains small fmd 1000 AE pin frag. W~ 90cm x IF 30cm

Sand blown hollow/pit filled with yellow and orange sand, op nos 0082 and 0083. Some animal and root
disturbance. W~265cm x IF 90cm

Top grey sand layer (50cm deep) with two worked and one burnt flint on hollow 0081.

Lower grey layer in 0081 (95-100cm deep) with one worked flint. Some animal and root disturbance.

Soft-brownsand filled base of pit 0069, sealed by decayed chalk layer.

Greysand- see section.

Finds from top fill of area 0046. Could be from later ditches where fills indistinguishable.

Ll-shape profile ditch dug into orange sand. Grey sand fill. W ~ 42cm x IF12cm

Wide and shallow ditch running N/S. Mid-dark grey sand with scattered flints. East side is completely cut 0094
by modemtrench, andthereis a lot of animal disturbance. Method: trowelshovel. W = > 120cmx D =
30cm

0083

0081

0083

0082

0099

4

4

45

52

39

40,54

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

EEZ 18, EIl29

EEZ21, E1I32

EEZ25, E1I3I, 36

1000 (Ae pin ESax?
frag)

4



opno feat comp location identifier description cuts cutby over under plan SS sect. Sa fi photos small finds spotdate phase

0089 0089 C Ditch Ditch with light brown sand fill. Cut into yellow sand. Heavily animal disturbed. Finds: One piece of 0094 4 50,54 Y EEZ24, 25, EIl35, Msax 4

pottery and one flint. W= 50cm x D= 9em 36

0090 0094 C Animal disturhance Pale brown/grey soil. Possibly not just animal disturbance. May bebutt end of ditch - see plan. Method: y Msax
trowel

0091 0091 C Ditch Ditchwith light brownsandfill, cut intoyellow sand. 2 flints in top of fill. Animalandmodem 49,54 Y EEZ23, 25, EIl34, 4

disturbance. W~ 34em x D= 8em 36

0092 0092 C Pit Pit cutting ditch 0044. Pale grey-brown sand with brown sand and organic material below. Cut into 0044 46 Y EEZ22, E1I34
yellow/orangesand. Lotsof animaldisturbance. 50%removedby trowel. W~60cm x L~>120cm x
D=17cm

0093 C Section Section through three ditches 0094, 0091, 0089. Lots of animal disturbance. 54 EEZ25, E1I36

0094 0094 C Ditch Ditch - smallish and shallow, grey sand fill. W~ 52em x D=14em 0104 0088 4 54,55, EEZ25, 26, E1I36,
0089 56 37

0095 C Finds Surfacefinds fromareaC at theextremeN end. 4 y Msax

0096 0088 C Section Section through ditches 0088 and further north. y

0097 C Finds Surface finds from area W of 0088. 4 Y

0098 C Finds Surface finds from area N of 0094. 4 Y

0099 C Finds Findsfromcleaningoverthesurfaceof ditch0088. 0088 4 Y Msax

0100 C Pit Shallowoval pit filled withmid brownsandandcharcoal, SOem wide, 20cmdeep, 100% removedwitha 4 42 Y EEZ27, EI12, 38
trowel.Lots of animal disturbance, some flints. Method: 100%ex. Trowel. W= l05cm x D= 17cm.

0101 0044 C Ditch Butt end of ditch 0044 filled with light to mid brown and yellow sand. Method:trowel 4 43,44 EEZ28, 29, EIH3,
4

0102 C Feature E-W-NSection through feature, unclear. Findscame fromNW end of section, 2 holes atSE endprobably 4 57 y EEZ30-33, EIH5,6 Esax
animal disturbance. Darker, charcoally fill at NW end- amorphous blob. 1 pot sherd. Heavy animal
disturbance. 2.44m long with fetaures up to 12cm deep. SE end ~ 30cm deep.

0103 0094,0104 C Section Section through ditches 0094 and 0104, shows 0104 butt ends. 0104 possibly the same aslpartnered with EEZ34, EIH7
0089.

0104 0104 C Ditch Butt ended ditch cut by 0094. Possible partner to 0089. W=70cmx D=8cm 0094 4 54,55 4

0105 C Finds Flintsfromshovel scraping betweenfeatures 0I00 and0102, in orange-red sand. y

0106 0088 C Ditch Section Sectionthroughditch0088- only place wherebothedgeswerevisible, only bottompartsectioned.Grey 4 47 y EEZ35, EIH8
sand fill.

0107 C Trench Trenchdug through upperorange-red sand.Some flintrecovered. y 17th c.

0108 0091 C Ditch Section Section tbrough ditch 0091 in centre of site. VCI)' shallow with grey sand fill. 4 58 Y

0109 0029? 0029? Possible south edge of hollow 0029 seen in section 0074, west facing. This is cut by pit 0076 and ditch 0076
0065. 0065

0110 0110 A Ditch Cut number for ditch with fill 0020 W ~ 30em (basal cut) c. 80cm total x De 39cm

0111 0111 A Ditch Cut number for ditch with fill 0021 W ~ 34, separate cut c. 85cm total x D = 32cm

0112 0112 A Ditch E-W ditch. Fills ~ 0053, 0055 and 0061 W ~ 42cm x D ~ 15cm

0113 0113 B Ditch E-W ditch in areaB. Sections 0077 and 0078. W ~ Im x D= 15em

0114 0114 B Ditch E-W ditch in area B. Excavated sections 0079 and 0080. W~ 90cm x D= 30em

0115 0115 C Spread Charcoally smear - no finds. no depth

0116 0116 C Layer Orange-red sandlayeroverlyingnatural andinto whichfeatures were cut.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -



---------------------
Appendix 2a : general finds

OP No Pottery Flint

Wt/kg No Wtlkg

Burnt flint Fired clay Animal bone Miscellaneous

No Wt/kg No Wt/kg No Wtlkg No

Spotdate

0001 0.025 300Ci3·································0:ii33········i·5······0:i·5·i·········:y······························ .
·00ii4············· 0:Ci04···· ") .
·000·5·································0:009··········2····················································· .
000·7················································· ····························i·F~·~~ii·(o.·008·)······· .
OOOS·················································· ···························i·F~·~h~~t·(0·.005)········ .
000·9················································· ·····0:0·04·········5································· .
ooi·o················································· ·····0:0·02·········6································· .
00i·2·································0:0·i3··········2····················································· .
00i·3·································0:245··········2 .
............................................................................................................................................................................... ...................................................................................................................................
0020 0.020 3 Rom002"i··········0·.·i2·i·········iii····0:0·26··········3 ···············L:i·~t~E:2"~d·~··

002·2··········0:043··········7······················· ···············ER~~···········

·002·5··························································o:oo·i··········i·······························0:0·0·i········i2································· .
002·6·································0:024··········4 .
002·7···················································································o..ooi··············· .
003·0··························································O:i·23·········2·······························O:037········i2····································· .
003·i·································0:021··········2······0:0·20··········i·······························0:i·07········3·i····································· .
003·3··········0:00i··········2"····0:00s··········3························································0:2·i3········33···2·F~·f~~g;·(0:oi·6)················· ····ES~~?···········

003·4··························································0:0·iO·················O·.009··········4······0:00S········i2····i·~i~g·(0.·00i·)·················· .
003·5··········0·.00s··········2······················ ·················uis···············
003·6··········o:00·i··········i······················ ·················L:2~d~M:3;d··

003·S··········0:00·6··········2"······················ ···0:0·S5········s·i·································· ··············MS~············

004·0··········0:00·i··········i·····0:0·06··········2 ···············R~~·············

004·i··········O:004··········i·····0:i·63··········S······0:0·02··········i································ ············P~~h?············

004·3·································0:2·53········34 ··0:0·04·········2····i·b~~t·~~t.··(0:00·i)··········· ·······M~~~ffiN~~;i··

0044·································0:0·04··········7······0:0·03·········6·······························0:o·o·i·········:y······································ .
004·7··········0:00·4··········1······················ ···0:0·73··········i·································· ··············R~~·············

004·S················································· ·····0:0·03··········i································ .
004·9·································0:0·08··········i····················································· .
005·i··········o:oi·o················0~00i···········i ···············R~~·············

005·2·································0:0·02··········2······0:0·30·········2······························· .
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

I



---------------------
OP No Pottery Flint

Wt/kg No Wt/kg

Burnt flint Fired clay Animal bone Miscellaneous

No Wt/kg No Wtlkg No Wtlkg No

Spotdate

0057 0.007 7 0.082 34
·OO(,.O··········o~oi·i··········i····················· ·····0:0·0"2·········2································· ···············MS~············

006'i············································································································0:0·0"2········i·i··························································································································
006·j·································0:iis6··········7····················································· .
006·S················································· ·····0:ii26·········s································· .
·006·9··········0~oiii··········i·····0:oo·i·················o:cio·i··········i·······························0:i44········i2····i·~h~~~~~i:······················ ········7··················
007·0··········0·.oiii··········i·····0:027··········· ···············R~~·············

007·i··········o·.oi·2··········i·····0:oos··········· ··0:~;09········i2···································· ············MS~~············

007·S················································· ·····o:iisl·········s································· .
00s·6··········0~ocij································· ···························i·F~·;i~~ii(0:oi4)········· ············ES~7···········

·00s·2·································0:0·i"2··········2······0:0·S6··········i····························· .
oos·j·································o:oo·i··········i····················································· .
00S·4················································· ·····0:0·S·i·········4································ .
00s·S··········0·.OC)i··········3····················· ·····0:004·········3·································· ··············7··················
00S·6················································· ·····0:::2"99········24································· .
00S·7··························································0:003·········3······························ .
00S·9··········0~004··········i·····o:oo·i·················o:oo·i··········i································ ············MS~············

009·0··········0·.0()S··········i····················· ··················MS~············

o09·i············· ····················0:0·04··········2· .
009·2·································0:0·28··········6······0:0·oi··················O.ooS··········s······· .
009·S··········0~oi·i··········i·····o:0·i7··········i .
009·6·································0:0·04··········4······0:0·0"2·········3······0·.·00i··········i······· ~~~ .
009·7·································0:0·i3··········2······0:0·07··········i······························ .
009·s·································0:0·0·i··········i···················································· .

~~~:~::::::::::?~~~:~::::::::::~:::::~~~:~F::::::~:~:: : : : : ~ ~~~~ : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~§~j: : : : : : : : : : :c : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :~~~: : : : : : : : : : : :
010·2··········0~oi·2················0:0·7s·········"j· ··············ES~7···········

010·S·································0:023··········6······0:0·i4·········4································ .
010·6·································0:040··········4······0:0·04·········2································ .
010·7··········0·.002··········i·····o:i46··········6······o:o·i3'·········s································· .
Oi·0·s·································O:0·06··········2······0:0·26·········2······························ .1.?~~.~: .

Total 0.285 53 1.543 177 0.543 57 0.023 18 2.669 319

2



I
I Appendix 2b: pottery

Context Fabric No. Wtlg Ab. Notes Spotdate

I 0020 BSW I 2 b/s Rom

GMB I 14 b/s Rom

GX I 4 + b/s Rom

I 0021 BSW 6 28 + b/s (SY) cordoned jar CI-EC2

BSW I 4 + rim open form Rom

GMB 2 28 b/s form 5.2 LCI-EC2

I GMB 4 23 b/s Rom

GMB I 9 base (type 3) jar joins 0022 Rom

GX 3 16 b/sjar Rom

I GX I 13 base (type 3) Rom

0022 BSW I 3 + b/s joins 0021 Rom

BSW 2 7 + b/s Rom

I GMB I 12 base (type 3) jar, joins 0021 Rom

GX 2 9 b/sjoins 0021 Rom

PREH? I 12 + b/s, orange-brown surfs & black core, sandy -HM Preh or ESax

I 0033 HM 2 I + E Sax? (less than Ig -probably intrusive) unk

0035 GIPS I 5 Girth-grooved. MSax

THET 1 3 + Rim. Poss. Roman? LSax

I 0036 SAEG 1 I + b/s LC2-MC3

0038 GIPS 1 3 MSax
RX 1 3 + rim - dish? Rom

I 0040 GM 1 1 + b/s Rom

0041 UNK I 4 + b/s w band of vertical 'stabbed/impressed' grooves

0047 RX 1 1 b/s Rom

I 0051 GX 1 10 + b/s Rom

0060 GIPS 1 11 Jar rim, diam. 140mm, 7%. MSax

0069 UNK I I + b/s small & abr - probably intrusive unk

I 0070 BSW 1 1 + b/s Rom

0071 GIPS 1 12 MSax

I
0080 ESQT 1 3 Orposs lA? ESax

0085 UNK 3 1 + crumbs (less than l g - probably intrusive) unk

0089 GIPS 1 4 MSax

I
0090 GIPS 1 5 MSax

0095 GIPS 1 11 + MSax

0099 GIPS 1 3 MSax

I
0102 ESQT 1 12 + Or poss EMW, but thick-walled. ESax

0107 SPEC 1 2 BG ext, CG into 17th c.

Total 53 282

I
I
I
I
I
I



1

0001 1 2 1 blade broken.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................
0003 13 1 1 Most v. small...............................................................................................................................................................................................................
0004 1 2
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
0005 1 1
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................
0012 1
....................................................................................................................................................................................................
0013 1
...................................................................................................................................................................................................
0021 3
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
0026 3 1
.........................................................................................................................................................................................
0031 1.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0033 1 2 Unpat flake is pink.....................................................................................................................................................................................
0040 1 1................................................................................................................................................................................
0041 1 3 2 1 Mesolithic group?................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0043 6 12 1 1 2 11 All 'unpat' have slight

patination. Other tool =

microlith. Meso/ENeo.

0044 2 5..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0049 1............................................................................................................................................................................................
0051 1.......................................................................................................................................................................................
0052 2 V. small.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0063 1 5 I pat. flake bumt........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0069 1...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0070..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0071..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0082......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0083............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0089 Broken blade?.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0091 1.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0092 4....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0095 1.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0096 2 2..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0097 2...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0098 1..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0099 9 11 2 3 5................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0100 1 1.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0102 2........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0105 2 4............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0106 1 2..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0107 4................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0108 1 1..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Total 66 53 1 8 1 1 15 29 1 1 1

Appendix 2c: Flint

NotesOther tool Util flake

Unpat Unpat Pat

Scraper Blade

Unpat Pat Unpat Pat

Flake Core

Unpat Pat Unpat Pat

OP

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I



,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _.- -
Appendix 2d: Animal bone quantities
Species Skull Max Man Teeth Vert Ribs Scap Humerus Radius Ulna Metacarp Pelvis Femur Tibia Fibul Astra Calc Metatars Phal. Unld Total number Total weigh Notes

OP 0009

45

large mammal·;;1:;; .. ·.. ·· .. ··················· .. ·· ···· .. · ·.. · ·· .

OP 0010

large mammal

·;;1:;;· ······ .. ································· .. ··· .
6

OP 0025

12sheep/goat 12 1 frag.s fit together to make one tooth

·;~t:;;····················· ·.. ····· .. ·..·.. ·;;···· .. ···· .
/2

OP 0030

medium mammal

.';';i~::;i~:~;; " '.. '.."'.' '.. ' ' ~~. ~~.~~:~~:".:~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~:~.~:~.~~~~:e.~~ .
37/2

·;~t:;;······ .. ·.. ·····;································ .

OP 0031

10large mammal 10 91 frag.s fit together

·;i~························;························· .
9 teeth worn

·:i~::';i~~~~~· .

20 20.;;/:;.; ; ~~ .
20 3/ /07

OP 0033

sheep/goat

·~~~;i~~~~;··············"·····""·······""····"·······················"_ .
12 12

·~i;~················································· ; .

·;i~·················································; .
12 atlas vertebra

'I;';~;~.-.::~ ; ; ; .
119 a few cuts; pelvis butchered; scapula very immature +

butchered; humerus frag.s fit together

51
·c·a~;··· ..• ..•••• ..• ..• ..• ..• • ..•••••••• ..·······;········· .

.~:;;.:;..~:;,;~~ ; ; .
21 vertebra very immature - epiphyseal plates missing +

butchered

2/333/2

·;;t:;;···································· ······· - .

OP 0034

sheep/goat 4 12

.;;/:;; ~ ; .
/2 8



Species Skull Max Man Teeth Vert Ribs Scap Humerus Radius Ulna Metacarp Pelvis Femur Tibia Fibul Astra Calc Metatars Phat. Unid Total number Total weigh Notes

OP 0038

11 immature - proximal epiphysis;cattle

................................................................................................................................................................................ ;~ ;; ;;.:~~;~~:~·:.:~:;;.;·~;~:;~·~:~::;:;;;;;~a~l~··

large mammal scapulabut very fragmentary
.................................................................................................................................................................................;; ;; ;; .
Totals 5

OP 0043

rabbitlhare 4

................................................................................................................................................................................................; ; .
Totals

OP 0044

unidentifiable

..................................................................................................................................................................................; ; ; .
Totals

OP 0047

cattle 73 gnaw marks at distal end of shaft

................................................................................................................................................................................................; ;; .
Totals

OP 0048

medium mammal

................................................................................................................................................................................................; ; .
Totals

OP 0057

unidentifiable 20 20
...............................................................................................................................................................................................; ~;. ~:;;~~:~.~;:: .
large mammal

...............................................................................................................................................................................................; ;; .
pig

·;;t:;.;· ; ;; ;; ;; .

OP 0060

cattle 2 fit together

................................................................................................................................................................................................; ; .
Thw~ 2

OP 0061

2 join together - one tooth11pig 11

·;;t:;.;····································;;··································· ;; ; .

OP 0068

26 fit togetherpig·;;t:;;····· ; ; ;; .

cattle 179 fit together; faint cut marks; immature - distal
epiphysis recently fused

1-
OP 0069

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -



- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Species Skull Max Man Teeth Vert Ribs Scap Hnmerus Radius Ulna Metacarp Pelvis Femur Tibia Fibul Astra Calc Metatars Phal. Unld Total number Total weigh Notes

large mammal 64

·~;I;~~~~············································· .

·;;1:;;·········· ..·..·.. ·· .. ······ .. ·· .. ··················; .
12 244

OP 0071

large mammal

..:r:i~~;i~~~;; ~~~. ~~~.e~~:~::~.'~.-.~~i:~~~~I.~I.a:~ ~i~~i~~ .
3 3

·~~~~·~~~~····················1· .. ·.. ····; .. ·· .. ·.. ·.. ····· .
19

.~;; ···········;··········1······························· .
362 scapula frag.s join

.~~~:::~ - .
1 I metapodia!

·;;1:;;············· ; ; ; ; ; ; .
12 509

OP 0075

11 3 mandible frag.s charred

cattle.1::;;;,;~~ ~ ; ~~~.~~ ~~~I~~~~.c~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~:~I.r~~~~ .

8818
·;;1:;;··············~··············;·······;········· .

OP 0084

large mammal.;;1:;; ; ~~.~~.e~:~~.~~~~.-.:.i:~~~~.~I~:~.~.i~~i~~ .
8/

OP 0085

large mammal

2

·;;1:;;··············································· _ .
4

2 join together

.;~..:.:.~~~~ _ .

OP 0086

cattle 217 butchered..l~;;~::~_· .. ········ ·· .. ·.. _··· .. ··· .. ···· ·..· ··· .. · .
..:r:i~;;;;i~~~;; ~~.~~.u:.~~t~~~~ :~~o:. ~~~~~ ~.~~~~~..:.~:~~ ~~ .

12 12 9

·;;1:;;······ ; ~ ; ; ;; ;; ;;; .

OP 0099

cattle 1 ?cowas frag. very small·;;1:;;··· ; - - .

Totals 10 12 12 40 11 12 4 3 158 319 2669
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Appendix 3 Matrix with spotdating

Area BAreaC

0072

0029

Area A

0008 I
0014

I 0028 I 00060028

Spotdating
= Prehistoric
= Meso/ENeo
= Roman
= L1st-Eznd c.
=ERom
= L2nd-M3rd c.
= ESax
=MSax
=17th c.

Saxon features

Roman

Undated
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Appendix 4

Suffolk c.c. Archaeological Service

ARCHIVE INDEX SITE: RAFL Dorm 937 SITE CODE: ERL 107

Excavation type: Excavation Computer folder T:/arc/all-site/raflakenJERL 107

SITE PAPERWORK ../ Location Computerfiles Film codes

Context sheets ../ Site file small store Erll07.mdb table erl l O'Zop

Finds Catalogues ../ Site file small store Erll07.mdb table erll07gf

Slides ../ FP room EEZ

B&W negs/contacts ../ FP room ElF Ell

X-Rays

Fieldwalking Record

Levelling Record

Contour Survey

Scientific Sample Record

Conservation Record

Correspondence Files

Other

PLANS & SECTIONS Location Number

Plan Originals pencil ../ PC7 4

Plan Inked copies ../ PC7 2

Photo Reductions

Other Plans

Section Originals pencil ../ 3 2

Section Inked copies ../

FINDS Store Location No. boxes/bags

Pottery ../ L 1391 I box

Animal Bone ../ L 140 I I box

CBM

Metalwork and Small Finds ../ SS

Mise Finds L 140 1 1 box

Soil Samples

REPORTS/CATALOGUES Location Computerfiles Notes

Archive Report ../ Site file small store Erll07 complete assessment.doc

Matrices/ other Phasing Data ../ Site file small store Erll07mx.xls

Finds Reports/Catalogues ../ Site file small store Erl107fi.doc

Environmental Reports ../ Site file small store

Documentary Report

Other

FINDS DRA WINGS Location Number

Pottery

Small Finds

Other

Notes: SS = small store; HF = hanging file
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